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Feedback Erasmus+ Debrecen
Derzeit liegen 14 Antworten vor. Die letzte Antwort ging am 08.12.2022 um 18:45 Uhr ein.

In one word. This week was...

fun
exciting

fantastic
aw
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azing

unforgetable

unforgettable
fascinating

enjoyable
funny

How did you feel about this week?
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If you could give a mark for this week. What would it be? (1= best, 6=worst)
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Especially cool was...

When we were at the aquapark Going to the water park together, and the bus ride to Hortobágy National park

Making lots of friends The time we spent together That everyone was really nice and we all got along well.

meeting new people from abroad, talking with them, which improved our English as we had to speak only english for a week. showing them
our city and culture and doing all those fun activities with them during the week was so great! we definitely got a lot of new friends, who we
will meet 2 more times

Making friends and having fun with them during the week When we worked togather in different sport activites as a team

The last dinner we were having fun dancing singing

When we first met them, because I didn't really keep in touch with them since last year. the Estonians We haved a party

The time we spent with the others. that we all went bowling together
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I will keep in mind that...

I made so much friend Saying goodbye is always going to be the hardest part

Respecting each other makes everything a lot more fun It's really important to protect the environment

I have to study really hard to be able to meet them again.

no matter which language you speak or where you live you can make friends from all around the world with a little bit of language knowledge

I was one of the chosen ones to experience such good events We were teaching each other New words sentences in our own language

How kind and funny they were and how we always find something to talk about. The time together with the children

The happiness of meeting these people will only last for so long, so I will cherish it everytime I have that feeling. the farewell party

For the next mobility I would like to...

Visit the national park in Estonia we learned about, of course with the rest of the group

Have more free time (as in hanging out in the city for example) Be there more, for example really a full week

Spend more time with them and get to know them better.

MAKE MORE MEMORIES WITH THEM AND TAKE PICTURES! so when i put them on my wall i will always remember them

Get to know the other students more Do more sport activities, group games

Have more activities inside because we were going out in the city a lot and watching things everybody knows

Spend more time with them. We could play laser-take full Support and helpful again Spend more time with the others.
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Is there anything you would like to add? (optional)

I can't wait to meet them again Erasmus is a really good opportunity for kids to get to know the world and nationalities more

Maybe more activites that can bring the kids together more. Also, we should have a whole day what we can spend however we want.

No Nothing There isn't anything I would like to add. no thanks

Yes, i found it very interesting how the sewage works worked during the visit the train rides were fun even if they were long

In this week I learnt a lot about...

About my New friends and recycling How to recycle, and how to make your natural environment a better place in general

Other countries' cultures How to protect the environment Other cultures and how they live in other countries.

German and Estonian language, their everyday life and culture Friendship and how cool it is to hang out with others

The people from these countries and their habits Other people's culture and behavior. The others dine in Hungary

I learned e.g. know the School and the setting The language and how to speak it (a tiny bit). friendships!!
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